
ERYK/ATHENA E-STANDING DESK 
ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
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TOOLS REQUIRED

Tapeline Phillips Head Screwdriver4mm Wrench
(Included)

Power Drill
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COMPONENTS

2
x2

Crossbar End

3
x2

Crossbar Center Rails

1
x2

Lifting Column

4
x2

Side Bracket

5
x2

Foot

7
x1

Control Box

8
x1

Handset

6
x4

Leveling Studs

9
x2

Wires

10
x1

Mesh
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HARDWARE

B
x8

M6*16

C
x4

M6*8

A
x8

M6*12

D
x16

M5*18

E
x2

M4*12

G
x10

Washers

H
x5

Cable Clips

F
x8

M8*6

I
x6

Screw Cap
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STEP 1
Pull out the frame

a. Lay out all components and harware to ensure that you have all the parts.
b. Lay the Crossbar End 1 and 2 out flat on the floor, slide the frame out evenly from both sides.
c. Slide crossbar center rails out of Crossbar ends.

Crossbar End 1

Crossbar End 2
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STEP 2
Attach legs to frame

a. Align the crossbar end to the lifting column, insert the A screws and tighten it.
b. Repeat for the other side.

A

A
Allen Key 4mm

Lock screw

*Avoid over-tightening the screws to not damage the product.
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STEP 3
Attach side bracket

a. Line up the two holes on the side bracket with the crossbar end. Insert two Cs and tighten it.
b. Attach the washers on the side bracket.
c. Repeat for the other side.

G

Allen Key 4mm

Lock screw

*Avoid over-tightening the screws to not damage the product.

C
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STEP 4
Attach foot

a. Attach leveling studs to the foot.
b. Align the foot with the lift column, and insert and tighten four Bs into the holes under the feet.
c. Repeat for the other side.

6

Allen Key 4mm

Lock screw

*Avoid over-tightening the screws to not damage the product.

B

6
B
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STEP 5
Merge the frame

Slide crossbar center rails back into crossbar ends.  
Ensure the slots of the crossbar center rails are facing inward.
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*Avoid over-tightening the screws to not damage the product.

STEP 6
Attach frame set to tabletop

a. Place the bottom of the tabletop on the underside of the installed frame, stretch the frame. 
    It is recommended that the frame side boards at both ends be 50mm away from the edge of the 
    table board. Fasten with D screws/G washers (installed in Step 3.) Do not overtighten.
b. Use F screws to fasten the crossbar ends and crossbar center rails.

D

D

F

*The length of the frame can be adjusted by lifting the two side brackets.  
  The adjustable range is 1010-1750mm, which can be used for tables of different widths.
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STEP 7
Attach control box & handset

a. Insert the control box (7) controller into the crossbar.
b. Attach the handset (8) to the tabletop plate with E screws.

7

*Avoid over-tightening the screws to not damage the product.

E
8
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STEP 8
Connect cables

a. Connect the line pulled from lifting column 1 to control box (7) M1.  
b. Connect the line pulled from the other lifting column to control box (7) M2.
c. Connect the outgoing line from the handset (8) to the control box (7) HS port.
d. Connect the power cable (9) to control box (7) AC port.

7
1 1

9

8

M1

HS

AC

M2
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STEP 9
Attach Mesh

a. Put D into the hole of the screw cap. 
b. Fix D on the desktop
c. Cover the screw cap.

D

10

I
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STEP 10
a. With the desk at its lowest height, turn the assembled desk right-side up with at least two people. 
b. Plug the power cord (9) into a 110-240v outlet.
*NOTE: Grab the desk frame (not the desktop) and turn the desk right-side up.
*CAUTION: The desk is very heavy.

a

b
9

Adjust leveling studs
If necessary, adjust the leveling studs to level the desk. Unscrew to increase height, screw in to lower the height.

Initialize
a. Press "V" button until desk reaches the lowest position.
b. Hold "V" for 5 seconds until there is a beep sound which confirms the desk reset.

You must complete this
initialization step or your 
work center will NOT 
function properly

*Hold down the down arrow until  
  workcenter moves slightly upwards.
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OPERATING MANUAL

• •• •• •

• •• •••• •
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Time Reminder
1.                  Press "1+3" key, handset will display 0.0h to 9.0h
2.                 Press UP or DOWN button to set the remind duration it can be adjusted from 0.0h to 9.0h
3.                 After setting, release the UP or DOWN button, it will go back to height display automatically.
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